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100km Dia.

...meanwhile in the 
unsustainable 
�‘Dormitory model�’ city of 
Melbourne...



...current major city
government policies 
suggest in fill projects...

Sydney�’s State 
Government was initially
divided on the matter
with the Liberal
party suggesting 
Dispersion to Regional
Areas... 

...and the Labour
party suggesting 
In fill... 

...& trainstations...

...at strategic activity nodes...

In fill

Housing Development
in 30 Years



Protect...

...single detached
homes approx ~
10 dwellings per
acre...

...even if it means
suburbs are 
environmentally 
inefficient,
possess aging house 
stock & are car 
dependent... 

...such an example occurred 
in Turramurra in 2011, 
as the locals (Friends of 
Turramurra) fought 
planners of Ku-ring-gai 
council who had plans to 
fit 10,000 new dwellings.
As plans were overturned, 
it cost rate payers about
$4 million...

-SMH 

...high density plans lead to conflict with the local 
communities values...

�‘the Australian 
dream�’.

Space

Amenities

Employment

Education



...despite this, there have been 
instances in the middle suburbs in 
which redevelopment has been 
occuring (adhering to Melbourne 
2030 Plan)...

Between 2002 and 2006, 1455 
dwellings (or 98%) were 
redeveloped in Monash as housing 
in fill; transforming one lot into 
space for 2-7 dwellings...

...Monash...



...but research showed that 80% of this redevelopment existed 
more than 800m from a transport node...

...Funded by Private enterprises, the redevelopment was profit
driven, causing the redevelopment to be built with the lowest
construction standards jepordising any sustainable benefits 
that it may have initially created....

...what is worse, this non-directional development 
is still not dense enough...

...Actual drivers were to do with size of land assets and aging 
housing stock., rather than it�’s contextual relationship...

�“In view, a humble vaudevillian veteran, cast vicariously as both victim 
and villain by the vicissitudes of Fate. This visage, no mere veneer 
of vanity, is it vestige of the vox populi, now vacant, vanished, as the 
once vital voice of the verisimilitude now venerates what they once
vilified. However, this valorous visitation of a bygone vexation stands 
vivified, and has vowed to vanquish these venal and virulent vermin
vanguarding vice and vouchsafing the violently vicious and voracious
violation of volition. The only verdict is vengeance; a vendetta held as a
votive, not in vain, for the value and veracity of such shall one day 
vindicate the vigilant and the virtuous. Verily, this vichyssoise of verbiage
veers most verbose vis-Ã -vis an introduction, and so it is my very good

g y y g

honor to meet you."



Interestingly enough, if we were to use this model to 
predict the future increase in dwellings in Sydney... 

...the increases in 2011 are actually close to the 
181,000 new dwellings predicted for 
Sydney 2036.... 

...making the new Sydney 2036 closer to 3.6 million.... 

...or in simple terms.... 



STRENGTH 
THROUGH 

UNITY.

UNITY 
THROUGH 
WEALTH.

Commercial developers 
Justify higher costs with project establishment and financing 

High Rise Projects

Low Rise Timber Frame

Economics play a vital role when it comes to densification. Large amounts
of high density housing are required to keep up with projected numbers.

However, Progress is hindered by cost obstacles implicit with large scale
redevelopment along with the proliferation of small scale profit driven in fill 
projects. The lack of viability and market demand for these higher density 
housing models means we are left with two typologies.... 

Domestic developers 
Stick to using private capital which they protect by averting risk



...Current piecemeal 
redevelopment....

...Dispersed Precinct....

...Hybrid Precinct.......Consolidated Precinct.......Consolidated Precinct....

Solution:

Precinct scaled in fill �– rather than 
relying on individual projects for in fill, 
investigation on 
how a number of projects can be stra-
tegically managed to achieve more 
sustainable built 
outcomes.
Result in an increase in housing diver-
sity, improve social and environmental 
performance. 
Consideration of program distribution, 
built form types, open spaces arrange-
ments for benefit 
of the community.

Rouse Hill Town Centre
Daily Telegraph



Precincts Economically makes sense (due to scale) �– prefabricated 
elements reduce construction time and money. Shared facilities 
(pooled by residents) and open space benefit. (concentrated car 
parking, priori ti sing pedestrian and cycling. Informal child minding.) 

Additional incentives include Precinct water conservation and collecting, 
waste management, electricity generation and conservation. 

Adjacent lots can be managed to include higher density (terrace, 
courtyard, apartments), leading to a variety of building  
= diversity in occupation.
  
Social shift includes multi generation families, home offices, 
shared ownership or leasing options 

+

-> or and

+

= Diversity

...Get support from local 
communities and may even 
be subsidized....



...Multiple Typologies working in 
hybrid precinct scale....



50m Dural - Hybrid Application



50m Fairfield- Hybrid Application



50m Surry Hills - Hybrid Application



...We need to realign attitudes,
political scopes, and priorities....
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